The spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) is key to faithful segregation of chromosomes. 21 One requirement that satisfies SAC is appropriate tension between sister chromatids at 22 the metaphase-anaphase juncture. Proper tension generated by poleward pulling of 23 mitotic spindles signals biorientation of the underlying chromosome. In the budding 24 yeast, the tension status is monitored by the conserved Shugoshin protein, Sgo1p, and 25 the tension sensing motif (TSM) of histone H3. ChIP-seq reveals a unique TSM-26 dependent, tripartite domain of Sgo1p in each mitotic chromosome. This domain 27 consists of one centromeric and two flanking peaks 3 -4 kb away, and is present 28 exclusively in mitosis. Strikingly, this trident motif coincides with cohesin localization, but 29 only at the centromere and the two immediate adjacent loci, despite that cohesin is 30 enriched at numerous regions throughout mitotic chromosomes. The TSM-Sgo1p-31 cohesin triad is at the center stage of higher-ordered chromatin architecture for error-32 free segregation. 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 42 developmental defects and tumorigenesis (Ricke et al., 2008). The spindle assembly 43 checkpoint (SAC) is a failsafe for faithful segregation. The SAC registers the 44 kinetochore-microtubule attachment and the tension between sister chromatids (Pinsky 45 and Biggins, 2005). The tension generated by poleward pulling of the spindles signals 46 bipolar attachment, after which cells irreversibly initiates events leading to the onset of 47 anaphase. 48 In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, each kinetochore attaches to a single microtubule 49 spindle emanating from the spindle pole bodies (Cleveland et al., 2003). To the two 50 sister kinetochores, three types of attachment may occur: monotelic, syntelic and 51 amphitelic (Pinsky and Biggins, 2005). While the amphitelic attachment signals 52 biorientation, monotelic and syntelic attachment errors have to be corrected before 53 anaphase onset. Monotelic attachment refers to the situation when only one of the two 54 sister kinetochores is attached to the microtubule. The presence of an unoccupied 55 kinetochore triggers the formation of the Mitotic Checkpoint Complex (MCC) (Brady and 56 Hardwick, 2000) that halts cell cycle progression by trapping Cdc20p, the E3 ligase 57 subunit of Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC). In syntelic attachment, both sister 58 kinetochores are occupied by spindles, but these two spindles originate from the same 59 spindle pole body. Even though the attachment requirement is met, there may be no 60 tension between syntelic sister chromatids as they are pulled toward the same pole. Left 61 uncorrected, monotelic and syntelic attachment results in aneuploidy.
INTRODUCTION 40
Equal partition of the duplicated chromosomes is crucial for genome integrity and 41 species perpetuation. Aneuploidy resulting from erroneous segregation causes emergence of these new enrichment is consistent with our original model that Sgo1p is 154 recruited to the centromeres and then spills over to the nearby chromatin region (Luo et 155 al., 2010). However, the non-continuous nature of Sgo1p distribution suggests the 156 involvement of at least one other factor (see below). 157 While histone H3 and its tension sensing motif are ubiquitously distributed 158 throughout the genome, another Sgo1p recruitment factor, the cohesin complex, Figure 3C ), the Mcd1p-Myc enrichment is not significantly 184 affected, which demonstrates that TSM is required for the retention of Sgo1p, not 185 Mcd1p, at pericentromere. 186 The exceptional selectivity of Sgo1p for a subset of cohesin localization motifs 187 prompted us to compare its genome-wide distribution to that of Gcn5p in mitotic 188 chromosomes. Gcn5p is a critical transcription regulatory histone acetyltransferase. In 189 mitosis, Gcn5p negatively regulates the tension sensing motif (Luo et al., 2016) , and is 190 important for maintaining the normal centromere chromatin structure (Vernarecci et al., 191 2008). Consistently, Gcn5p is present at mitotic centromeres (Luo et al., 2016) . To see 192 whether Gcn5p exhibits a mitotic chromosome localization pattern similar to that of 
Pericentric localization of Sgo1p depends on local cohesin enrichment 209
To better understand the contribution of cohesin to the chromosomal distribution of 210 Sgo1p, we took two approaches. Firstly, we deleted the IML3 gene that encodes a 211 subunit of the Ctf19 kinetochore subcomplex (Pot et al., 2003 , Ghosh et al., 2001 . Figure 5A , CEN1L100 kb, CEN4R595 kb, and CEN16L465 kb).
218
In the second, more specific approach to assessing the importance of cohesin in 219 Sgo1p localization, we targeted a specific cohesin associated region (CAR) on One critical observation from results in Figure 7 is that during the formation of the 279 Sgo1p CEN and PC tripartite motif, the two valleys flanking the CEN peak never rose to 280 the levels of PC at any given time. That the PC peak-to-peak distance persists 281 throughout their lifespan in mitosis argues strongly against the notion that Sgo1p 282 spreads along consecutive nucleosomes from CEN to PC. Rather, these data support 283 the model that Sgo1p either "hops" from CEN to PC, or is recruited simultaneously to 284 these regions to generate the tripartite motif. centromeric loops for mitotic segregation and resides near the summits of these loops.
299
On the other hand, the condensin complex holds and organizes the bottom of these 300 loops along the spindle axis (Stephens et al., 2011) . Taking together these models and 301 our results shown above, we suspect that higher-ordered chromosomal architecture, 302 e.g., chromosome looping, might be part of the mechanism underlining the highly 303 selective pericentric localization for Sgo1p. anchor primers, oXD159 for CEN1 and oXD162 for CEN16. In each quantitative PCR 312 reaction, these anchor primers were paired with a distal primer that is 3 -50 kb away 313 (black arrows, Figure 8A ). All primers hybridized to the same strand of DNA, hence 314 should not produce any PCR product without the 3C treatment. On the other hand, 315 ligation at the anticipated EcoR I sites after formaldehyde fixation would generate 316 templates amplifiable by the anchor and the locus-specific primers. Comparing the 317 intensity of PCR products amplified from samples with or without formaldehyde 318 treatment yielded "crosslinking frequency" that is indicative of the propensity for the two 319 primer target regions to be spatially brought together by chromatin-associating factors.
320
The 3C assays indeed show that, after crosslinking, the centromeric primers 321 oXD159 and oXD162 could amplify with primers hybridizing to Mcd1p peaks that were 3 322 to 15 kb away (e.g., oXD159 + CEN1L 5kb or CEN1R 5kb, and oXD162 + CEN16L 8kb 323 or CEN16R 3kb; Figure 8B ). Some of the amplification products spanned a region with Figure 9A) can be viewed as a series of concentric 408 circles ( Figure 9B ). Sgo1p is recruited to the centromere cluster, from which it 409 encroaches radially to the first pericentric cohesin circle (red circles, Figure 9B ). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

434
Yeast strains and plasmid constructs 435 The yeast strains, plasmids, and primers used in this work are listed in Tables 1 to 3 . 436 To study the genome wide localization of Sgo1p, the 6HA epitope-tagged Sgo1p 437 strains, yJL345 (H3WT) and yJL346 (H3G44S) were constructed as previous described 438 (Luo et al., 2010) . The Sgo1p overexpression strains, yJL322 (H3WT) and yJL324 439 (H3G44S) were generated by transforming pJL51 (a URA3 plasmid with pADH1-3HA-440 SGO1-tADH1) into yMK1361 and yJL170, whose endogenous SGO1 gene was deleted 441 using TRP1 marker. To ChIP Mcd1p, a 13Myc tag was introduced to the C terminus of 442 MCD1 locus in yJL347 using pFA6a-13Myc-His3MX6 plasmid as described (Petracek 443 and Longtine, 2002). The resultant strain yXD225 was transformed with either 444 pMK439H3WT or pMK439H3G44S (a LEU2 plasmid bearing all four core histone 445 genes) and followed by 5-FOA selection to select against pMK440 (a URA3 plasmid 446 bearing all four core histone genes) containing cells, generating yXD233 (H3WT) and 447 yXD234 (H3G44S). BAR1 was deleted in yXD233 and yXD234 to yield yXD237 and 448 yXD238 respectively, using homologous recombination approach with URA3 marker.
449
Another version of bar1 deletion was made in yXD233 to yield yXD282, using URA3 450 recycling approach as described previously (Akada et al., 2002 ). An adapted URA3 451 recycling method was used to replace the CAR sequence between RAD57 and MAF1 452 with GAL1 promoter. There were 4 steps PCR to attain the recombinant fragment.
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